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Research context
I. Project: New intra-EU mobilities: 

decisions around work, family and 
politics among Spanish transmigrants
(ref. CSO2017-84618-P). Spanish R&D 
National Plan.
• Focusing on Berlin, London and 

Brussels

II. Dissertation: “European citizens or 
migrants? The new migrations of 
Italians and Spaniards in Germany 
during the crisis” (2014-2015)



Post-2008 South-North intra-EU mobility

Ø Crisis 2008: Increase of EU mobility from the Southern countries to the Northern
ones (Lafleur and Stanek, 2017)

Ø Until 2009, Spain received an average of 500.000 foreign-born individuals
annually, thus becoming the second-largest recipient of immigrants in absolute
terms in the OECD after the United States.

Ø After 2009 Spain experienced a notable reduction in immigration and acceleration
of emigration (Bermudez, 2017) . Estimation: 700,000 emigrants after 2008.

Ø Germany became again a main destination for migrants from Southern Europe
o Increase of Spaniards living in German since 2011: 69,700 (+66%) Spaniards

(DESTATIS, 2020)

Ø Dual labor market integration of Spanish emigrants: stable / precarious jobs

Ø Extended presence of southern EU migrants in the precarious and unprotected 
jobs despite the general high education (Castellani, 2020; Felbo-Kolding et al., 
2019) 



SURVEY: Spanish workers in Europe

� Sample: 1134 (537 UK, Germany 417, 
Belgium 180).

� Distributed online.

� Average Age: 35 y.o.
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Participation in trade union 
activities

Germany Belgium UK Total

Participation in 
trade unión 
activities (Pa4)

yes 48 
(11,5%)

21 
(11,7%)

51 (9,5%) 120 
(10,6%)

No – N/A 369 
(88,5%)

159 
(88,3%)

486 
(90,5%)

1014 
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� There are no difference by education level
� Those who earn between 2000€ and 3000€, and those 

who own an apartment participate most
� Only 4% participated in union actions in Spain
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Approach to migrant community 
unions
Ø ‘New voices’ within the industrial relations ( paying attention to 

non-union labour organisations, understudied in Europe).

Ø Drawing on Connolly, Marino & Martinez Lucio (2019) model: 
trade union orientation towards migrants (logic of action 
/strategic orientation)

Ø Community unionism literature (Wills & Simms, 2004; Fine, 2006)



Grupo de acción sindical (GAS)

Ø GAS was born in 2014 from activists of 15M Berlin

Ø 15M berlin has several branches: Feminism, Precarious Office… 
Ø Growing demand of Spanish workers on labour market

Ø Horizontal structure, consultation and organizing at the workplace
Ø Socialization moments
Ø Thought as a complement to unions, not as a substitute

Ø Self-organisation and promotion of union membership (be it 
radical or mainstream (e.g. Ver.di)

Ø Complex relations with unions

“The key issue is that we have realized that Spanish people are easier to
organize thanks to the 15M. That is, the first meetings that we organized
with nurses, I noticed that convening an assembly, writing the minutes or
formulating demands was not something new for them. I think it is because
of the 15M. This makes the difference between Spanish emigrants and
other emigrants, such as the Greeks and the Italians of our same age

[Jorge, web designer, male, 35 years old, GAS activist, interview conducted online 30
January 2015].



Types of community unionism (GAS)

Ø Logics of action
• Logic of class (GAS)

Ø Modes of action
• GASà Promoting industrial actions

“We meet the workers. They make an assembly. Decide their
demands. They prioritize the demands. They decide how they want to
conduct the conflict. We help them in these first assemblies, and we
make some proposals. But we end up using trade unions. That is, we
help the people to organize a conflict, but we also tell them,
depending on the situation and depending on the union, we drive
them to join the union. And then what we do is pressure the union to
take care of them.”

[Jorge, web designer, male, 35 years old, GAS activist, interview
conducted online 30 January 2015]



Relationship with trade unions
� GAS attempts to Foster unionisation and to collaborate 

with trade unions, but they aim to lead/participate in 
the struggle

“Today German and Spanish trade unions have two ways of defining
themselves: structures for mobilization and defense or as spaces for
management and bureaucracy. As can be expected, we prefer the first
one. These two ways are evident when one works with unions, but we
have been lucky with the people we have cooperated with until now.
They were union officials and very involved politically, who
understood that labor conflict always implies a political dispute at a
broader scale”

[Carlos Aparicio, GAS activist, quoted in Ruiz del Arbol, 2014].



Relationship with trade unions
Ø Cooperation

• Case of nurses in several workplaces

o Struggle over the fine and working conditions

o High cooperation with Ver.di leader of the healthcare industry in 
Berlin (although they claim that union bosses tryed to moderate the 
struggle unfruitfully).

Ø Conflict

� Case of truckdriver in a logistic enterprise

o Workplace union representative was controlled by 
Management. 

o Ver.di officials did not responded to GAS complaints.



Lessons for the trade union movement

Ø Migrant workers can have a consistent union/political background 
(e.g. 15M) that can enrich union action.

Ø The relevance of paying attention to ‘new voices’ in IR, especially in 
a context of employment deregulation, platformisation and 
fragmentation 

• Rise of non-standard workers who are hard to organize through  
representational forms of unionism (work councils, …).

Ø Put into practice community unionism strategies

Ø Potential of counseling (service provision) for connecting with 
migrant workers, but not enough.

Ø The GAS experience demonstrates the need to: 

• Emphasize conflict to meet workers goals

• Acquire active strategies to reach socialization spaces of migrant 
workers (in the private sphere)

• Develop alliances with other migrant workers self-organizations



Thank you for your attention

Contacts:  beltran.roca@uca.es
simone.castellani@iscte-iul.pt


